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Prediction of total joint arthroplasty sizes with patient-specific characteristics, hand and foot 
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Metal-on-highly crosslinked polyethylene in total hip arthroplasty—a winning combination at 15-
20 years of follow-up
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Introduction: Highly crosslinked polyethylene (HXLPE) has been used with great success in THA since its debut in the 
late 1990’s. However, reports regarding this bearing couple in its second decade of service are still scant. The aim of this 
study was to 1. Determine the long term clinical and radiological results of and 2. Investigate what factors affect wear in 
THA using a metal-on-HXLPE articulation.

Methods: 60 THA using a single brand of HXLPE liner. Cementless cup and 28 mm hip ball were performed in 49 patients. 
Age, sex, Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) and need for revision surgery was recorded. Linear and volumetric wear was 
determined using the Martell method.

Results: Mean age at operation was 51.2 ± 12.1 (range, 29-73) years. Mean duration of follow-up was 16.9 years (range  
15-19.3 ± 1.13 years). Osteolysis was not present in the latest follow-up radiographs. Revision-free survival was 95%. Mean 
linear and volumetric wear rate was 0.038 mm/year (0-0.09 ± 0.0219) and 71.7 mm3/year (0.01-159.7 ± 40), respectively. 
Acetabular component position was not found to be related to both linear and volumetric wear. No significant difference 
was found in the linear and volumetric wear rates of thinner and thicker liners (≤8 mm and >8 mm) (p=0.906).

Discussion and Conclusion: HXLPE is associated with low linear and volumetric wear rates which has virtually obviated 
osteolysis and has translated to excellent survivorship even at long-term follow-up. In vivo oxidation does not appear to 
be a concern at this point in its service cycle.
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The potential use of handgrip strength assessment to predict curve progression in adolescent 
idiopathic scoliosis girls
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Introduction: Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) patients have deranged muscle and bone qualities. A unique correlation 
pattern of handgrip strength and bone qualities was found in AIS as compared to controls. This study aimed to investigate 
whether baseline muscle and bone parameters in AIS could predict curve progression.

Methods: 126 AIS girls aged 12-14 were recruited, followed up until skeletal maturity and sub-grouped into progressive 
(pAIS) and stable (sAIS) groups according to SRS criteria. Maximum handgrip strength was measured with a standard 
dynamometer, lean mass at extremities and trunk was measured by bioelectrical impedance analysis, bone qualities and 
mechanical properties of non-dominant distal radius were measured by high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed 
tomography (HR-pQCT). Logistic regression model was used to determine the predictors for curve progression.

Results: 44 AIS (34.9%) had curve progression with Cobb angle ≥6° before skeletal maturity. pAIS had similar age, curve 
severity and lifestyle but lower weight, Thumb Ossification Composite Index (TOCI), lower trunk (5.7%) and arm lean 
mass (8.9%), weaker dominant handgrip strength (8.8%), deranged cortical compartment (lowered vBMD by 6.5%) and 
lower bone mechanical properties (stiffness and estimated failure load lowered by 13.2% and 12.5%) when compared with 
sAIS. The best cut-off of maximum dominant handgrip strength was 19.75 kg for distinguishing pAIS from sAIS (75% 
sensitivity and 52.4% specificity) by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis.

Discussion and Conclusion: pAIS showed poorer muscle and bone parameters than sAIS. A cut-off of 19.75 kg in dominant 
handgrip strength was identified which might predict AIS curve progression.
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Using prediction equation on muscle mass evaluation to improve the accuracy of sarcopenia 
diagnosis with bioimpedance analysis validated with dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
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Introduction: To cross-validate skeletal muscle mass measurements between bioimpedance analysis (BIA) and dual-
energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) for the screening of sarcopenia in the community and to estimate the prevalence of 
sarcopenia in Hong Kong.

Methods: Screening of sarcopenia was provided to community dwelling older adults. Appendicular skeletal muscle mass 
(ASM) was evaluated by BIA (InBody 120 or 720) and DXA. Handgrip strength and/or gait speed were assessed. The 
Asian Working Group for Sarcopenia 2019 criteria was used for diagnosis and prevalence was estimated. Agreement 
analysis was performed to cross-validate ASM by BIA and DXA. Multiple regression was used to explore contribution of 
measured parameters in predicting DXA ASM from BIA.

Results: A total of 1587 participants (age 72 ± 12 years) were recruited. 1065 participants were screened by BIA (InBody 
120) with 18 followed up by DXA, while the remaining 522 participants were assessed by the BIA (InBody 720) and DXA. 
The ASMI evaluated by BIA showed a mean difference of 2.89 ± 0.38 kg/m2 (InBody 120) and 2.97 ± 0.45 kg/m2 (InBody 
720) against DXA. A significant overestimation of muscle mass was measured by BIA compared to DXA (p<0.005). BIA 
data were adjusted using prediction equation and mean difference reduced to -0.02 ± 0.31 kg/m2. Prevalence of sarcopenia 
in Hong Kong in older adults ≥65 years was 39.4% by DXA.

Discussion and Conclusion: BIA was found to overestimate skeletal muscle mass compared to DXA. With adjustments, 
BIA can be used as a quick and reliable tool for screening sarcopenia in community and clinical settings.
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Cross-cultural adaptation of Chinese Victorian Institute of Sports Assessment—Achilles 
questionnaire for Achilles tendinopathy
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Introduction: Achilles tendinopathy is a common overuse musculoskeletal condition. The Victorian Institute of Sports 
Assessment (VISA-A) is a patient-reported outcome for assessing symptom severity in patients with Achilles tendinopathy. 
It is a valid and reliable tool that has been used widely for measuring and monitoring treatment outcomes for Achilles 
tendinopathy. The results of VISA-A range between 0 and 100 points. The overall study objective is to adapt the VISA-A 
questionnaire cross-culturally and assess its reliability for Chinese-speaking individuals.

Methods: VISA-A was translated and adapted cross-culturally according to international guidelines for self-reported 
questionnaires. The orthopaedic surgeon, physiotherapist, and professional translator performed the five steps in creating 
Chinese VISA-A, including translation, synthesis, reverse translation, review, and pretesting. Healthy individuals (n=16), 
recreational athletes (n=14), and patients with Achilles tendinopathy (n=3) were recruited to assess the psychometric 
properties of Chinese VISA-A. All participants completed Chinese VISA-A twice.

Results: The mean Chinese VISA-A score in patients with Achilles tendinopathy was 69 (95% confidence interval  
(95% CI)=52-86). It was significantly lower than the healthy control score of 96 (95% CI=93-99). The overall test-retest 
reliability of Chinese VISA-A was good (ICC=0.90).

Discussion and Conclusion: Chinese VISA-A demonstrates good reliability for measuring symptom severity in patients 
with Achilles tendinopathy. Chinese VISA-A can assess Chinese-speaking patients with Achilles tendinopathy, both in 
research and clinical setting.
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MSCx secretome enhanced proliferation, tenogenesis and inflammation resolution of inflamed 
human tendon-derived stem cells
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Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and their secretome are emerging treatments for tendinopathy but their underlying 
mechanisms remains unclear. There has been no study on the effect of MSCx secretome on the functions of inflamed 
TDSCs. This study aimed to examine the effect of different concentrations of MSCx secretome on the functions and 
inflammatory response of TDSCs under an inflammatory environment in vitro. MSCx secretome was supplied by Rohto 
Advanced Research Hong Kong Ltd. hTDSCs were treated with different doses of MSCx secretome with/without  
IL-1β stimulation. The viability, proliferation and migration, expression of inflammatory markers, extracellular matrix 
(ECM) remodelling markers and multi-lineage differentiation markers in inflamed hTDSCs after treatment with MSCx 
secretome was examined. IL-1β significantly reduced the viability and migration of hTDSCs (Figure 1A-D). The addition 
of MSCx secretome dose-dependently increased the viability, proliferation and migration of hTDSCs with/without IL-1β 
stimulation. IL-1β induced the expression of pro-inflammatory markers, up-regulated the expression of adipogenic marker 
and reduced the expression of tenogenic markers in hTDSCs. The addition of MSCx secretome significantly reversed the 
effect of IL-1β. In summary, the tendon regenerative potential of TDSCs was compromised in an inflammatory environment 
which might explain ECM degeneration, tissue metaplasia and failed healing in tendinopathy. MSCx secretome enhanced 
the viability, proliferation, migration, tenogenesis and inflammation resolution of inflamed TDSCs. It might be useful as a 
cell-free stem cell-based therapy for the treatment of tendinopathy.
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Clinical and radiological outcome of osteoscopic-assisted treatment of enchondroma in hand 
with artificial bone substitute or bone graft: a 7-year case series and literature review
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Introduction: The addition of osteoscopy to the surgery can allow direct visualisation of the bone cavity during and after 
curettage of the tumour without excessive damage to the bone cortex, which could potentially lead to a better clearance of 
tumour tissue and a lower rate of recurrence.

Methods: The study data were retrieved retrospectively from the Clinical Management System of Hospital Authority. 
Eleven patients who received surgery from December 2013 to November 2020 in either PWH or AHNH were included in 
this study. The duration of follow-up ranged from 3 to 65 months, with a mean of 20.9 months.

Results: The total active motion (TAM) of patients ranged from 220 to 280, with a mean of 257. The percentage of TAM 
compared to the contralateral side ranged from 81.5% to 100%, with a mean of 94.4%. The percentage of grip strength 
compared with the contralateral side ranged from 62% to 100%, with a mean of 86.2%. The QuickDASH score of patients 
ranged from 0 to 46.9, with a mean of 7.7. For the wound aesthetic rating, nine out of eleven patients reported as excellent. 
For the radiological outcome, the postoperative X-ray of all patients showed bone filling defect <3 mm, which belonged 
to Group 1 in the evaluation system proposed by Tordai et al (1990). None of the patients showed any radiological signs 
of recurrence.

Discussion and Conclusion: Our study showed that patients with enchondromas in hand treated with this minimal 
invasive method demonstrated good functional and radiological outcome.


